
MARTIN SMIDT 

Selected press clips/reviews:  
  
“Playful, humorous and wonderfully warm” (…) “The arrangements are delicate and 
intricate” ( Dice 5 ) – Adresseavisen - review of the album «Sanger fra en ferdskriver» with 
music by Martin Smidt  

“Much longed for ” ( ..) “ straight from the heart ” ( …) “innovative and modern” - 
Adresseavisen - Review of the Billuca Album «For Beggars and Kings» 

«This year's most innovative album"  
 Adresseavisen (from the review of Barut’s album "Bálggies" 2011) 

“The sound track is special and something of the best I've ever heard from Petrusjka 
Theatre.”   Klassekampen, Amund Grimstad (from the review of Bagasje, Petrusjka Teater 
og NRK2 1997-98) 

"Open your ears, world!"  
 Dagbladet (from the review of Dadafon’s EP "Release Me", 2002) 

"Enjoyable interpretations ” (..) “stylish arrangements ”-  LIRA Music Magazine - Review of 
the Billuca Album «For Beggars and Kings» 

“Musical expression characterized by a warm, playful, open-minded approach that the 
ensemble has had great success with” – Dagsavisen - review of the album «Sanger fra en 
ferdskriver» with music by Martin Smidt 

"The music is powerful, fresh and beautiful. Baroque elements are spiced with fiery 
rhythms and lovely timbres.”   
Adresseavisen (from the review of Billuca Ensemble’s "Sanger fra en ferdskriver" 2014)  
  
 "Martin Smidt’s music is festive - a mix of Kaizers, Asian and Eastern European tones - 
and when even empty petrol tanks are used, then it takes off."  
 Aftenposten, Mona Levin (from review of "Kurt koker hodet", Oslo Nye Teater 2010)  
  
 "Playful mix (…) Innovative and modern soundscape (…) Impressive interplay (…) And 
last but not least, is Martin Smidt as a stone monument with his accurate and interesting 
rhythms."  
 Adresseavisen (from review of Billuca Ensembles album, "For Beggars and Kings" 2012)  
  
” This band, this music, this singer is one of a kind. Wow, how great this is!” 
Puls, Tor Hammerø (from the review of Dadafon’s album ”Visitor” 2002) 
  
 "A pioneering debut" (...) "a fantastic space at the intersection between the modern and 
tradition’s long lines backwards in time" (...) "One is drawn into a world of sound that 
produces beautiful, as strongly as the mysterious and well known like you've never heard it 
before. "  
 Aftenposten (from the review of Barut’s album "Bálggies" 2011)  
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